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cards and pull out the best-bet, worst-bet, and even the sometimes controversial picks of all the Fate Accelerated decks.
Game 1, Pick 1 The best-bet of the day is one of two quadrant decks. Depending on what you’re hoping to accomplish, you
might be quite happy with either of these options. The Opportune Prodigy is a seven copy, dual action sliver of revenge
that, when transformed, can amass quite a lot of political might in a single session. The choice of first target puts the
Prodigy in position to not just seize power, but to build your own Empire from the ground up. All the while you’ll be
spreading quite a bit of money around to the myriad of Pops and Slivers you may be placing on the board. The Sidekick is
your typical eight copy, basic action corruption sliver. The trouble is that you’re going to lose a good deal of the game riding
the momentum of assassinating your first target. You’ll be needing a lot of slots, and you’ll be spending three fate to put the
sleaze on. But the rewards are greater than the price. Game 2, Pick 2 The worst-bet is an early reprint from Conspiracy:
Future Past. The Change Engine is the fastest and easiest way to kill your own game, so that’s something to consider before
you pick it. The newest version of Change Engine, the Lotus Dynasty, is the best way to speed the process along. On
average, you’re reducing the number of actions required to finish your game from 12 to 3e33713323
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